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Abstract

Recommender systems are designed to help users find matching items from

plenty of candidates in online platforms. In many online platforms, such as

Yelp and Epinions, users’ behaviors are constantly recorded over time, and the

users also can build connections with others and share their interests. Pre-

vious recommendation methods have either modeled the dynamic interests or

the dynamic social influences. A few studies have focused on the modeling of

both factors, but they still have several limitations: 1) they fail to consider the

complex items transitions among all session sequences, which can be used as a

local factor to boost the performance of recommendation methods, and 2) they

ignore that a user and their friends only share the same preferences in certain

sessions, by keeping the friend vector unchanged for all target users at time t,

and 3) they do not consider that a user’s long-term preference may change with

the evolution of interests.

To overcome the above issues, in this paper, we propose an approach to in-

corporate item graph embedding and contextual friendship modeling into the

recommendation task. Specifically, 1) we construct a directed item graph based

on all historical session sequences and utilize a graph neural network to capture

the rich local dependency between items, and 2) take a session-level attention
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mechanism to get each friend’s representation according to the target user’s cur-

rent interests, and 3) apply max-pooling on the target user’s historical session

interests to learn the dynamics of his/her long-term interests. Extensive exper-

iments on two real-world datasets show that our proposed model outperforms

state-of-the-art methods consistently on various evaluation metrics.

Keywords: Session-based recommendation, Social recommendation, Graph

convolutional networks

1. Introduction

With the emergence and popularity of online services, recommender systems

have become fundamental for helping users find the matching items from plenty

of candidates accumulated on the platforms, e.g., e-commerce, media streaming

sites, search engines.5

Most traditional methods, including the content-based and collaborative fil-

tering methods [12, 15, 16], only capture the users’ general preferences by mod-

eling the static user-item interactions. In practice, users’ profiles and activities

are constantly recorded on most of the online platforms, and the sequential

behaviors reflect the evolution of users’ preferences over time. Therefore, the10

sequence-aware recommender systems have attracted increasing attention in re-

cent years, such as session-based recommendation [42, 30, 10, 17]. Here, a

session is a group of interactions that take place within a given time frame.

Many e-commerce recommender systems and most of the news and media sites

do not typically track the user number, and in certain domains the users often15

show time-varying preferences and session-based traits [31]. Thus subsequent

sessions of the same user should be handled independently [10]. Moreover,

many online services, such as Yelp and Epinions, enable users to build connec-

tions with others, and share their interests and experiences. Many social-aware

methods have been proposed to take the social influences into consideration for20

tackling the data sparsity issue and further improving recommendation perfor-

mance [19, 13, 27].
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Figure 1: A possible illustration of user interests in social network. A session represents a user’

specific interest. User C is a friend of user A and user B, but the common session preferences

are not exactly the same. User A and user C share foods and sports; while user B and user C

share sports and music. At session t, user A will pay the most attention to user C’s session

t− 2, while user B will pay the most attention to user C’s session t− 1.

Although the methods above achieve satisfactory results, they model either

users’ dynamic interests or the social influences. However, the users’ dynamic

interests and the social influences can be complementary, and jointly modeling25

them can boost the performance of recommender systems. Recently, Song et al.

[31] proposed an approach to model both users’ session-based interests as well

as dynamic social influences. They named the problem as session-based social

recommendation, and it can be defined as follows: given a user’s current behav-

ior session, past behavior sessions, and the social relationships, predict the item30

s/he will interact with (e.g., purchase, visit) next within the session. Though

achieving promising results, the study still has several limitations. First, it fails

to consider the complex item transitions among all session sequences, which can

be used as a local factor to boost the performance of session-based recommenda-

tion methods [34, 36]. Second, although considering the friend-level dynamic35

social influences, it keeps the friend vector unchanged when facing different tar-

get users at time t. However, target users and their friends only have the same

preferences in certain sessions. For example, as shown in Figure 1, user C is a

friend of user A and user B, but the common session preferences are not exactly

the same. User A and user C share foods and sports; while user B and user40

C share sports and music. At session t, user A will pay the most attention
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to user C’s session t − 2, while user B will pay the most attention to user C’s

session t− 1. Therefore, it is more reasonable to represent a friend dynamically

corresponding to the target user’s current interest. Third, it learns a static

long-term preference representation for each user, but we argue that a user’s45

long-term preference may change with the evolution of interests, for example, a

user may be interested in a new sport s/he has never participated in. And it can

also conduce to improving recommendation in addition to short-term interest

and dynamic social influence.

To overcome the limitations mentioned above, in this paper, we propose50

an approach to solve the session-based social recommendation problem through

item graph embedding and contextual friendship modeling. Firstly, we con-

struct a directed item graph based on all historical session sequences before time

t, and utilize GraphSAGE [9] to capture complex transitions of items to learn

the latent vectors for all nodes (items). This layer maps the item ids into dense55

latent vectors. This also can mitigate the cold-start problem to some extent

in recommender systems. Secondly, we use a Long Short Term Memory net-

work(LSTM) [11] to model a user’s short-term interest from the current session,

and take the last hidden state of LSTM as the session interest representation.

Then we apply max-pooling operation on his/her recent historical session inter-60

ests to represent long-term interest, which can capture the dynamics of his/her

long-term preference. Thirdly, to better characterize a user’s preferences from

the social aspect, we first take a session-level attention mechanism to get each

friend’s representation according to the target user’s current interests, and then

use GraphSAGE to aggregate informative friends to capture the dynamic social65

influences. That is, we compute the similarities between the target user’s current

interest and each friend’s recent K session interests, and represent each friend

as the weighted sum of the K interests with the similarities. The session-level

attention mechanism is controlled by the target user’s current interest and each

friend’s historical interests, making the dynamic friend’s representation corre-70

spond to the shared interests between the target user and each friend. Then,

we use GraphSAGE to automatically select informative friends. Finally, we
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combine the session-based short-term interest, long-term interest, and dynamic

social influence by a fully connected layer for user preference modeling. In

summary, the main contributions of this work are as follows:75

• We capture the rich transitions among items by building an item graph

based on all historical session sequences.

• We introduce the session-level attention mechanism to get a friend’s dif-

ferent representations according to different target users’ current interests

at each step.80

• We jointly model a user’s session-based short-term interest, long-term in-

terest, and dynamic social influence to infer his/her preference.

• We conduct extensive experiments for performance evaluation on two real-

world datasets from Douban Movie and Delicious. The experimental re-

sults well justify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed model.85

Organization. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we discuss the related work. In Section 3, we present the proposed model in

detail. In Section 4, we present the experimental settings and the analysis of

experimental results. In Section 5, we conclude the paper.

2. Related Work90

In this section, we briefly review three lines of work closely related to ours:

session-based recommendation, social recommendation, and graph convolution

network.

2.1. Session-based Recommendation

Session-based recommendations are a typical task of recommender systems based95

on implicit feedback. Conventional methods are usually based on Markov chains

that predict the next behavior given the previous ones. Zimdars et al. [42] ap-

plied Hidden Markov models(HMMS) to time-order information and achieve
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promising experimental results. Zimdars et al. [42] also investigated how to

extract sequential patterns to learn the next state by using a standard decision100

tree. Mobasher et al. [22] studied sequential and non-sequential patterns in

predictive tasks. They showed that sequential patterns extracted by kth-order

Markov models are more suitable for predicting which item is accessed next by

a user. Shani et al. [30] described a new model for recommender systems based

on an Markov decision process (MDP)[25]. They experimented with several en-105

hancements to the maximum-likelihood model, including skipping, clustering,

and the use of finite mixture modeling. Chen et al. [3] presented Latent Markov

Embedding (LME) for automatically embedding songs in Euclidean space, help-

ing achieve the goal of automated playlist generation. However, the state space

of Markov chains will quickly become unmanageable when trying to include all110

possible sequences of potential user’s selections over all items.

Later on, RNNs have proved effective for sequential click prediction [40].

Hidasi et al. [10] firstly attempted to apply RNNs for solving the session-based

recommendation. Since then, many methods have been presented to improve

the performance of RNNs for session-based recommendations. Tan et al. [32]115

applied some popular approaches including data augmentation, dropout, batch

normalization, and residual connections to enhance the performance of RNNs

for session-based recommendations. Li et al. [17] introduced a neural attentive

recommendation machine(NARM), which can capture both the user’s sequential

behavior and main purpose by incorporating an attention mechanism into RNN.120

Ren et al. [26] emphasized the repeat consumption phenomenon and proposed

a model called RepeatNet which incorporates a repeat-explore mechanism into

neural networks.

These RNNs based work revealed that the patterns in item transitions are

important. But the complex transitions among distant items and the space125

structure of items are ignored. Thus, graph neural network [34, 36] has been em-

ployed in session-based recommendations. Wu et al. [34] proposed a method for

session-based recommendations with graph neural networks(SR-GNN), which

explored complex structure among items and generate accurate latent vectors
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of items by constructing the session graph. Based on this work, Xu et al. [36]130

provided an enhanced graph neural network for session-based recommendations

by self-attention network. The self-attention mechanism is capable of capturing

long-range dependencies among items regardless of the distance. Due to the

benefits of model GNN, we also adopt it in our session-based model. SR-GNN

constructed item graph from batch sessions, which means that the sparsity of135

the item graph depends on batch-size set in experiments. Differently, we con-

struct an item graph in a more suitable method, which will be discussed in

Section 3.

2.2. Social Recommendation

In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to users’ social connections140

for improving recommendation performance [27]. Most existing social recom-

mendation algorithms are based on matrix factorization methods [19, 24, 37],

which factorize both the user-item network and the user-user network. This

brings the latent preferences of connected users closer to each other. Specifi-

cally, Ma et al. [19] proposed a social regularization method (SoRec) to consider145

the constraint of social relationships. The idea is to share a common latent user

feature matrix factorized by ratings and by trust. Ma et al. [20] then proposed a

social trust ensemble method (RSTE), which achieved a balance between users’

taste and trusted friends’ favors. Jamali et al. [13] showed a matrix factorization

based model in social rating networks(SocialMF) by reformulating the contri-150

butions of trusted users to the formation of the target users vector. That is,

the feature vector of each user is dependent on the feature vectors of his direct

neighbors in the social network. Guo et al. [8] proposed a novel trust-based rec-

ommendation model(TrustSVD), where both the explicit and implicit influence

of user-item ratings are involved to generate predictions. Chaney et al. [2] de-155

veloped a social poisson factorization model(SPF), accounting for the social as-

pect of how users consume items. Yang et al. [37] studied a matrix factorization

based collaborative filtering method(TrustMF) that combines a truster model

and a trustee model, that is, mapping users into two low-dimensional spaces, i.e.
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truster space and trustee space. The common rationale behind these methods160

is that users’ preferences are similar to their friends. In all of the researches,

friends’ influence vectors stay the same for different target users. In the real

world, the interests of a user are usually dynamic and diverse, and the prefer-

ences of a user may partially match his/her friends’ interests. While matching

with different target users, we may concentrate on the most relevant parts of165

friends’ interests. our model is a fundamentally different approach compared to

researches above, which adjusts friends’ vector representation corresponding to

different target users.

2.3. Graph Convolutional Network

Graph convolutional networks(GCNs) inherit from convolution neural networks,170

which have been applied to computer vision successfully. GCNs can naturally

integrate node information and topological structure, have proved extremely

powerful in graph-structured data [4, 5]. Different from conventional random

walks based network embedding algorithms [23], Duvenaud et al. [6] first in-

troduced graph convolutional networks(GCNs) for graph-level classification by175

learning node degree-specific weight matrices. Kipf et al. [14] then introduced an

efficient variant of GCN for semi-supervised node representation learning, which

can scale to large graphs. GCNs pass messages between each node and its neigh-

bors to extract local substructure features around nodes. Unfortunately, GCNs

require that the full graph Laplacian is known. To overcome that, Hamilton180

et al. [9] presented GraphSAGE methods based on GCNs, which generated em-

beddings by sampling and aggregating features from node’s local neighborhoods.

Moreover, GraphSAGE can efficiently generate embeddings for previously un-

seen nodes and scale to large graphs.

GCNs have been applied in recommender systems by taking items and users185

as nodes. Graph-based recommender systems can leverage both content infor-

mation as well as graph structure. Ying et al. [39] developed a data-efficient

graph convolution network method called PinSage, which combined efficient

random walks and graph convolutions to generate embeddings of nodes for web-
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scale recommendations. Wu et al. [34] proposed a session-based recommendation190

with graph neural networks(SR-GNN), that utilized GCN in sequence predic-

tion task. Based on the session graph, GCN can explore rich transitions among

items to get accurate latent vectors of items. Fan et al. [7] presented a novel

graph neural network framework (GraphRec), which combined the user-item

graph, user-user social graph, and the user-item graph for social recommenda-195

tions. Song et al. [31] proposed a graph-attention social network(DGRec), which

utilized a social graph to pass the information between users and their friends.

The influence of each friend is decided on the similarity with the target user.

In terms of algorithm design, our work follows this pipeline but contributes in

that: 1) We fundamentally improve upon DGRec by introducing an item graph200

to extract item transitions. 2) We adopt an attention mechanism in learning

embeddings of friends. 3) We also show a new method of embedding users’

long-term interests to improve performance.

3. Proposed Model

In this section, we will first introduce the definitions and notations used in this205

paper, next give an overview of the proposed framework, namely Enhancing

session-based social recommendation through item Graph embedding and contex-

tual Friendship modeling(EGFRec). Then we describe each model component

in detail and finally go through the model optimization.

3.1. Definitions and Notations210

In online platforms, users’ behaviors are recorded constantly, and preferences of

users evolve rapidly. A common approach to catch time-varying interests of users

is to segment users’ behaviors into sequential sessions and recommend at session

level[10]. Here we give a formulation of the session-based social recommendation

problem as below.215

Let U = {u1, u2, · · · , un} and V = {v1, v2, · · · , vm} denote the set of users

and items involved in all sessions respectively, where n is the number of users,
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and m is the number of items. G = (U,E) is the social network, where E is

the set of social links between users. All sessions by the user ui are denoted

as S(i) =
{
s1i , s

2
i , · · · , sti

}
, where sti is the t-th session. Within each session,220

the sequence is denoted as
{
vt,1i , vt,2i , · · · , vt,ni

}
, where vt,pi ∈ V represents p-

th clicked item of the user ui in t-th session. Formally, our model aims to

predict the next item vt,n+1
i that matches the user ui’s preferences the most for

a given session sti =
{
vt,1i , vt,2i , · · · , vt,ni

}
, social network G and historical session

behaviors S(i). The mathematical notations used in this paper are summarized225

in Table 1.

3.2. Proposed Method

As shown in Figure 2, the proposed model EGFRec contains four key com-

ponents. The first component is item embedding based on graph convolution

network, which is to learn latent factors of items. Secondly, we use a recurrent230

neural network (RNN) to model the sequence of items consumed in target users’

current session, which can capture the time-evolving dynamic interests of users.

Meanwhile, we argue that long-term preferences of each user keep evolving over

time, but is relatively stable compared with short-term interests. We use a max-

pooling layer to aggregate recent session vectors to model long-term interests of235

users. Thirdly, friends’ interests are modeled using an attention network, which

depends on the matching target users’ current session and the friends’ historical

behaviors. Fourthly, the representation of the users’ current session and friends

are fed to a user-user social network to learn the social influence. At the final

step, the model generates recommendations by concatenating users’ short-term,240

long-term preferences and social influences.

3.2.1. Item Embedding on Item Graph

To take complex transitions among distant items into account, we construct an

item graph from all sessions. Given a session s = {v1, v2, · · · , vm}, we treat

each item vj as a graph node and (vi, vj) as an incoming edge which means245

that a user clicks item vj after item vi. In-node vi of vj may appear repeatedly,
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Table 1: Notations

Notations Definitions and Descriptions

U User set, |U | = n

V Item set, |V | = m

G The user-user social graph

T The item-item graph

N(i) The set of social friends of user ui

B(j)
The set of item neighbours of item vj in

item-item graph, |B(j)| = k

S(i) The set of sessions of user ui

sti The t-th session of user ui in time t

ps
i The short-term interests embedding of user ui

pl
i The long-term interests embedding of user ui

qj The embedding of item vj produced by GCN

zsi The embedding of session si

xj The input vector of item vj

Q The latent matrix of item via GCN

hk
j The latent factor of item vj in kth layer of GCN

hk
i The latent factor of user ui in kth layer of GCN

hi The latent factor of user ui’s social influences

α(i,j)

The attention weight between the target user ui

and jth session of his/her friend

f(i,l) The embedding of l-th friend of target user ui

⊕ The concatenation operator of two vectors

which means that node vj are more likely to follow vi. Hence we assign each in-

node vi of the node vj with the frequency of occurrence. To capture a directed

transition from one item to another, we utilize solely in-node neighborhoods of

each node when generating node features. In such settings, the training process250

is equivalent to the undirected graph. So we use GraphSAGE [9] to obtain

accurate item embedding, which leverages a batch-training algorithm to save
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<latexit sha1_base64="LnxFvAS5FgfOuosP8tJEgBtiFKs=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9iNQjwG9OAxonlAsoTZyWwyZHZmmZkNhCWf4MWDIl7Fv/APPHnzb5w8DppY0FBUddPdFcScaeO6305mbX1jcyu7ndvZ3ds/yB8WGlomitA6kVyqVoA15UzQumGG01asKI4CTpvB8GrqN0dUaSbFvRnH1I9wX7CQEWysdDfqVrr5oltyZ0CrxFuQYjX7+VG4fj+pdfNfnZ4kSUSFIRxr3fbc2PgpVoYRTie5TqJpjMkQ92nbUoEjqv10duoEnVqlh0KpbAmDZurviRRHWo+jwHZG2Az0sjcV//PaiQkv/ZSJODFUkPmiMOHISDT9G/WYosTwsSWYKGZvRWSAFSbGppOzIXjLL6+SRrnknZfKtzaNC5gjC8dwAmfgQQWqcAM1qAOBPjzAEzw73Hl0XpzXeWvGWcwcwR84bz8Ab5CF</latexit>

v8
<latexit sha1_base64="zvu1GsK9KGOJvkubEug6tujhnfw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9iNgjkG9OAxonlAsoTZyWwyZHZmmZkNhCWf4MWDIl7Fv/APPHnzb5w8DppY0FBUddPdFcScaeO6305mbX1jcyu7ndvZ3ds/yB8WGlomitA6kVyqVoA15UzQumGG01asKI4CTpvB8GrqN0dUaSbFvRnH1I9wX7CQEWysdDfqVrr5oltyZ0CrxFuQYjX7+VG4fj+pdfNfnZ4kSUSFIRxr3fbc2PgpVoYRTie5TqJpjMkQ92nbUoEjqv10duoEnVqlh0KpbAmDZurviRRHWo+jwHZG2Az0sjcV//PaiQkrfspEnBgqyHxRmHBkJJr+jXpMUWL42BJMFLO3IjLAChNj08nZELzll1dJo1zyzkvlW5vGBcyRhWM4gTPw4BKqcAM1qAOBPjzAEzw73Hl0XpzXeWvGWcwcwR84bz8B85CG</latexit>

v3
<latexit sha1_base64="cIwU19Y88fNvCc3Y88zcrqlzZFo=">AAAB63icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL8ehlAjHxRHbBRI8kevCIiTwS2JDZYYAJM7ObmVkSsuEXvHjQGK/6F/6BJ2/+jbPAQcFKOqlUdae7K4g408Z1v53MxubW9k52N7e3f3B4lD8uNHUYK0IbJOShagdYU84kbRhmOG1HimIRcNoKxtep35pQpVko7800or7AQ8kGjGCTSpNeNdfLl9yyOwdaJ96SlGrZz4/CzXux3st/dfshiQWVhnCsdcdzI+MnWBlGOJ3lurGmESZjPKQdSyUWVPvJ/NYZOrNKHw1CZUsaNFd/TyRYaD0Vge0U2Iz0qpeK/3md2Ayu/ITJKDZUksWiQcyRCVH6OOozRYnhU0swUczeisgIK0yMjScNwVt9eZ00K2WvWq7c2TQuYIEsnEIRzsGDS6jBLdShAQRG8ABP8OwI59F5cV4XrRlnOXMCf+C8/QAvd5CV</latexit>

v7
<latexit sha1_base64="LnxFvAS5FgfOuosP8tJEgBtiFKs=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9iNQjwG9OAxonlAsoTZyWwyZHZmmZkNhCWf4MWDIl7Fv/APPHnzb5w8DppY0FBUddPdFcScaeO6305mbX1jcyu7ndvZ3ds/yB8WGlomitA6kVyqVoA15UzQumGG01asKI4CTpvB8GrqN0dUaSbFvRnH1I9wX7CQEWysdDfqVrr5oltyZ0CrxFuQYjX7+VG4fj+pdfNfnZ4kSUSFIRxr3fbc2PgpVoYRTie5TqJpjMkQ92nbUoEjqv10duoEnVqlh0KpbAmDZurviRRHWo+jwHZG2Az0sjcV//PaiQkv/ZSJODFUkPmiMOHISDT9G/WYosTwsSWYKGZvRWSAFSbGppOzIXjLL6+SRrnknZfKtzaNC5gjC8dwAmfgQQWqcAM1qAOBPjzAEzw73Hl0XpzXeWvGWcwcwR84bz8Ab5CF</latexit>

v2<latexit sha1_base64="eLmFMyBnvU35oeveOHuz4BNIlTo=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyJrxhfMR69DAmCp7AbBT0G9OAxonlAsoTZyWwyZHZ2mZkNhCWf4MWDIl7Fv/APPHnzb5w8DppY0FBUddPd5ceCa+M43yiztr6xuZXdzu3s7u0f5A8LDR0lirI6jUSkWj7RTHDJ6oYbwVqxYiT0BWv6w6up3xwxpXkk7804Zl5I+pIHnBJjpbtRt9LNl5yyMwNeJe6ClKrZz4/C9Xux1s1/dXoRTUImDRVE67brxMZLiTKcCjbJdRLNYkKHpM/alkoSMu2ls1Mn+MQqPRxEypY0eKb+nkhJqPU49G1nSMxAL3tT8T+vnZjg0ku5jBPDJJ0vChKBTYSnf+MeV4waMbaEUMXtrZgOiCLU2HRyNgR3+eVV0qiU3bNy5damcQ5zZOEYinAKLlxAFW6gBnWg0IcHeIJnJNAjekGv89YMWswcwR+gtx/4zJCA</latexit>

st
u<latexit sha1_base64="5XCs9xBa616YY8g6ni519LV4108=">AAAB7nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q1Vr0IXoJF8BSSetBjQQ8eK9gPaGPZbDft2s0m7E6EEvojRPCgiFd/hL/Cm//G7cdBWx8MPN6bYWZekAiu0XW/rdzK6tr6Rn6zsLW9U9wt7e03dJwqyuo0FrFqBUQzwSWrI0fBWoliJAoEawbDy4nffGBK81je4ihhfkT6koecEjRSU3fTuwzH3VLZddwp7GXizUm5Wrw6fMLP+1q39NXpxTSNmEQqiNZtz03Qz4hCTgUbFzqpZgmhQ9JnbUMliZj2s+m5Y/vEKD07jJUpifZU/T2RkUjrURSYzojgQC96E/E/r51ieOFnXCYpMklni8JU2Bjbk9/tHleMohgZQqji5labDogiFE1CBROCt/jyMmlUHO/MqdyYNByYIQ9HcAyn4ME5VOEaalAHCkN4hBd4tRLr2Xqz3metOWs+cwB/YH38AIaRkpQ=</latexit>

st�1
n<latexit sha1_base64="atQFAvTN/N9rSjSt6ws8TBdFBpQ=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxg1Rr0IXgaD4MWwGw96DOjBYwTzkGQNs5PZZMzM7DLTK4QlX5GLB0W8+g1+hTf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Adf9djIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2Tn63sLdfN1GiKavRSES6GRDDBFesBhwEa8aaERkI1ggGVxO/8cS04ZG6g2HMfEl6ioecErDSvemohxTOvFGnUHRL7hR4mXhzUqzkrw/H8PlY7RS+2t2IJpIpoIIY0/LcGPyUaOBUsFGunRgWEzogPdayVBHJjJ9ODx7hE6t0cRhpWwrwVP09kRJpzFAGtlMS6JtFbyL+57USCC/9lKs4AabobFGYCAwRnnyPu1wzCmJoCaGa21sx7RNNKNiMcjYEb/HlZVIvl7zzUvnWplFCM2TRETpGp8hDF6iCblAV1RBFEo3RC3p1tPPsvDnvs9aMM585QH/gfPwAWeeS/w==</latexit>

st�2
n<latexit sha1_base64="2eq/KGelvb9mJrXmDiZ2kXPE2EI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxg1Rr0IXgaD4MWwGw96DOjBYwTzkGQNs5PZZMzM7DLTK4QlX5GLB0W8+g1+hTf/xsnjoIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Adf9djIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2Tn63sLdfN1GiKavRSES6GRDDBFesBhwEa8aaERkI1ggGVxO/8cS04ZG6g2HMfEl6ioecErDSvemohxTOyqNOoeiW3CnwMvHmpFjJXx+O4fOx2il8tbsRTSRTQAUxpuW5Mfgp0cCpYKNcOzEsJnRAeqxlqSKSGT+dHjzCJ1bp4jDSthTgqfp7IiXSmKEMbKck0DeL3kT8z2slEF76KVdxAkzR2aIwERgiPPked7lmFMTQEkI1t7di2ieaULAZ5WwI3uLLy6ReLnnnpfKtTaOEZsiiI3SMTpGHLlAF3aAqqiGKJBqjF/TqaOfZeXPeZ60ZZz5zgP7A+fgBW2yTAA==</latexit>

st�3
n<latexit sha1_base64="mXwQKKx+ULMqj9M40VcX/LpJU5k=">AAAB8HicbVA9TwJBEN3DL0RF1MbEZiMxsZHcQaEliRaWmMiHgZPsLXuwsrt32Z0zIRd+BY2Fxtj6G/wVdv4bF7BQ8CWTvLw3k5l5QSy4Adf9cjIrq2vrG9nN3Nb2Tn63sLffMFGiKavTSES6FRDDBFesDhwEa8WaERkI1gyGl1O/+ci04ZG6hVHMfEn6ioecErDSnemq+xTOKuNuoeiW3BnwMvF+SLGavzqcwMdDrVv47PQimkimgApiTNtzY/BTooFTwca5TmJYTOiQ9FnbUkUkM346O3iMT6zSw2GkbSnAM/X3REqkMSMZ2E5JYGAWvan4n9dOILzwU67iBJii80VhIjBEePo97nHNKIiRJYRqbm/FdEA0oWAzytkQvMWXl0mjXPIqpfKNTaOE5siiI3SMTpGHzlEVXaMaqiOKJJqgZ/TiaOfJeXXe5q0Z52fmAP2B8/4NXPGTAQ==</latexit>

st�4
n<latexit sha1_base64="+TRtxSvQZ2eHNMUMwbgWx2YQrIg=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GaPGqBfBy2AQvBh2o6DHgB48RjAPSdYwO5lNxszMLjO9QljyFbl4UMSr3+BXePNvnDwOmljQUFR1090VxIIbcN1vZ2l5ZXVtPbOR3dzazu3kd/dqJko0ZVUaiUg3AmKY4IpVgYNgjVgzIgPB6kH/auzXn5g2PFJ3MIiZL0lX8ZBTAla6N231kMLp+bCdL7hFdwK8SLwZKZRz1wcj+HystPNfrU5EE8kUUEGMaXpuDH5KNHAq2DDbSgyLCe2TLmtaqohkxk8nBw/xsVU6OIy0LQV4ov6eSIk0ZiAD2ykJ9My8Nxb/85oJhJd+ylWcAFN0uihMBIYIj7/HHa4ZBTGwhFDN7a2Y9ogmFGxGWRuCN//yIqmVit5ZsXRr0yiiKTLoEB2hE+ShC1RGN6iCqogiiUboBb062nl23pz3aeuSM5vZR3/gfPwAXnaTAg==</latexit>

st�5
n<latexit sha1_base64="9AK8lcB66ozXx6jvGSCS58LyuFA=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GaPGqBfBy2AQvBh2I6LHgB48RjAPSdYwO5lNxszMLjO9QljyFbl4UMSr3+BXePNvnDwOmljQUFR1090VxIIbcN1vZ2l5ZXVtPbOR3dzazu3kd/dqJko0ZVUaiUg3AmKY4IpVgYNgjVgzIgPB6kH/auzXn5g2PFJ3MIiZL0lX8ZBTAla6N231kMLp+bCdL7hFdwK8SLwZKZRz1wcj+HystPNfrU5EE8kUUEGMaXpuDH5KNHAq2DDbSgyLCe2TLmtaqohkxk8nBw/xsVU6OIy0LQV4ov6eSIk0ZiAD2ykJ9My8Nxb/85oJhJd+ylWcAFN0uihMBIYIj7/HHa4ZBTGwhFDN7a2Y9ogmFGxGWRuCN//yIqmVit5ZsXRr0yiiKTLoEB2hE+ShC1RGN6iCqogiiUboBb062nl23pz3aeuSM5vZR3/gfPwAX/uTAw==</latexit>

st�5
2<latexit sha1_base64="QyS1JbAQcEqi7yoKEGJaaFyCz9A=">AAAB8HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqqXNYBBsXHYjomXAxsIignlIsobZyWwyZGZ3mZkVwpKvEMFCEVs7/RQ7S0v/wsmj0MQDFw7n3Mu99wQJZ0q77qc1N7+wuLScW8mvrq1vbNpb21UVp5LQCol5LOsBVpSziFY005zWE0mxCDitBb2zoV+7pVKxOLrS/YT6AnciFjKCtZGuVat4k+nD40HLLriOOwKaJd6EFEr2xfv999dbuWV/NNsxSQWNNOFYqYbnJtrPsNSMcDrIN1NFE0x6uEMbhkZYUOVno4MHaN8obRTG0lSk0Uj9PZFhoVRfBKZTYN1V095Q/M9rpDo89TMWJammERkvClOOdIyG36M2k5Ro3jcEE8nMrYh0scREm4zyJgRv+uVZUi063pFTvDRpODBGDnZhDw7AgxMowTmUoQIEBNzBIzxZ0nqwnq2XceucNZnZgT+wXn8AEEWUTg==</latexit>

st�4
2<latexit sha1_base64="RbVmftelb+b5MR7M1oHmIJsB0/Y=">AAAB8HicbVC7SgNBFL3rM8bXqqXNYBBsXHajoGXAxsIignlIsobZyWwyZGZ3mZkVwpKvEMFCEVs7/RQ7S0v/wsmj0MQDFw7n3Mu99wQJZ0q77qc1N7+wuLScW8mvrq1vbNpb21UVp5LQCol5LOsBVpSziFY005zWE0mxCDitBb2zoV+7pVKxOLrS/YT6AnciFjKCtZGuVat4k+nD40HLLriOOwKaJd6EFEr2xfv999dbuWV/NNsxSQWNNOFYqYbnJtrPsNSMcDrIN1NFE0x6uEMbhkZYUOVno4MHaN8obRTG0lSk0Uj9PZFhoVRfBKZTYN1V095Q/M9rpDo89TMWJammERkvClOOdIyG36M2k5Ro3jcEE8nMrYh0scREm4zyJgRv+uVZUi063pFTvDRpODBGDnZhDw7AgxMowTmUoQIEBNzBIzxZ0nqwnq2XceucNZnZgT+wXn8ADsCUTQ==</latexit>

st�3
2

<latexit sha1_base64="oqC/UsDtRXC1IR+ZMKK8bow7dcQ=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8aNhNBD0GvHiMYB6SxDA7mU2GzOwuM71CWPIVXjwo4tXP8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dfiyFQdf9dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhw0SJZrzOIhnplk8NlyLkdRQoeSvWnCpf8qY/upn6zSeujYjCexzHvKvoIBSBYBSt9GB65ccULyqTXqHoltwZyDLxMlKEDLVe4avTj1iieIhMUmPanhtjN6UaBZN8ku8khseUjeiAty0NqeKmm84OnpBTq/RJEGlbIZKZ+nsipcqYsfJtp6I4NIveVPzPaycYXHdTEcYJ8pDNFwWJJBiR6fekLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoc0ob0PwFl9eJo1yyauUyneXxep5FkcOjuEEzsCDK6jCLdSgDgwUPMMrvDnaeXHenY9564qTzRzBHzifPzF7j/A=</latexit>

st�2
2

<latexit sha1_base64="TrGZ80phzjxFB+/mukQKwBP6Cv0=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgQcvuKuix4MVjBfsh7VqyabYNTbJLMiuUpb/CiwdFvPpzvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBDbjut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmrIGjUWs2yExTHDFGsBBsHaiGZGhYK1wdDP1W09MGx6rexgnLJBkoHjEKQErPZie/5jBuT/plStu1Z0BLxMvJxWUo94rf3X7MU0lU0AFMabjuQkEGdHAqWCTUjc1LCF0RAasY6kikpkgmx08wSdW6eMo1rYU4Jn6eyIj0pixDG2nJDA0i95U/M/rpBBdBxlXSQpM0fmiKBUYYjz9Hve5ZhTE2BJCNbe3YjokmlCwGZVsCN7iy8uk6Ve9i6p/d1mpneVxFNEROkanyENXqIZuUR01EEUSPaNX9OZo58V5dz7mrQUnnzlEf+B8/gAv9o/v</latexit>

st�1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="eCGk21dfq4W5AG8cDNXj3+gZtAQ=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgQcNuFPQY8OIxgnlIsobZySQZMjO7zPQKYclXePGgiFc/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3hbHgBj3v28mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DhokSTVmdRiLSrZAYJrhideQoWCvWjMhQsGY4upn6zSemDY/UPY5jFkgyULzPKUErPZhu5THFc3/SLZa8sjeDu0z8jJQgQ61b/Or0IppIppAKYkzb92IMUqKRU8EmhU5iWEzoiAxY21JFJDNBOjt44p5Ypef2I21LoTtTf0+kRBozlqHtlASHZtGbiv957QT710HKVZwgU3S+qJ8IFyN3+r3b45pRFGNLCNXc3urSIdGEos2oYEPwF19eJo1K2b8oV+4uS9WzLI48HMExnIIPV1CFW6hBHShIeIZXeHO08+K8Ox/z1pyTzRzCHzifPy5xj+4=</latexit>

st�1
1

<latexit sha1_base64="r1fQXKP7EjrCohFrxhrqwD2WU/U=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgQcNuFPQY8OIxgnlIsobZySQZMjO7zPQKYclXePGgiFc/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3hbHgBj3v28mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DhokSTVmdRiLSrZAYJrhideQoWCvWjMhQsGY4upn6zSemDY/UPY5jFkgyULzPKUErPZiu/5jiuT/pFkte2ZvBXSZ+RkqQodYtfnV6EU0kU0gFMabtezEGKdHIqWCTQicxLCZ0RAasbakikpkgnR08cU+s0nP7kbal0J2pvydSIo0Zy9B2SoJDs+hNxf+8doL96yDlKk6QKTpf1E+Ei5E7/d7tcc0oirElhGpub3XpkGhC0WZUsCH4iy8vk0al7F+UK3eXpepZFkcejuAYTsGHK6jCLdSgDhQkPMMrvDnaeXHenY95a87JZg7hD5zPHyznj+0=</latexit>

st�2
1

<latexit sha1_base64="5yYohLCT16bvd2ieqTySVkqAAxM=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eFoPgQcNuFPQY8OIxgnlIsobZySQZMjO7zPQKYclXePGgiFc/x5t/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3hbHgBj3v28mtrK6tb+Q3C1vbO7t7xf2DhokSTVmdRiLSrZAYJrhideQoWCvWjMhQsGY4upn6zSemDY/UPY5jFkgyULzPKUErPZiu/5jieWXSLZa8sjeDu0z8jJQgQ61b/Or0IppIppAKYkzb92IMUqKRU8EmhU5iWEzoiAxY21JFJDNBOjt44p5Ypef2I21LoTtTf0+kRBozlqHtlASHZtGbiv957QT710HKVZwgU3S+qJ8IFyN3+r3b45pRFGNLCNXc3urSIdGEos2oYEPwF19eJo1K2b8oV+4uS9WzLI48HMExnIIPV1CFW6hBHShIeIZXeHO08+K8Ox/z1pyTzRzCHzifPy5sj+4=</latexit>

st�3
1

<latexit sha1_base64="OthtPEu6Awy7ORRpbuRT1pG98Pc=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYhA8aNhNBD0GvHiMYB6SxDA7mU2GzMwuM71CWPIVXjwo4tXP8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Qc/7dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhw0SJpqxOIxHpVkAME1yxOnIUrBVrRmQgWDMY3Uz95hPThkfqHscx60oyUDzklKCVHkzPf0zxojLpFYpeyZvBXSZ+RoqQodYrfHX6EU0kU0gFMabtezF2U6KRU8Em+U5iWEzoiAxY21JFJDPddHbwxD21St8NI21LoTtTf0+kRBozloHtlASHZtGbiv957QTD627KVZwgU3S+KEyEi5E7/d7tc80oirElhGpub3XpkGhC0WaUtyH4iy8vk0a55FdK5bvLYvU8iyMHx3ACZ+DDFVThFmpQBwoSnuEV3hztvDjvzse8dcXJZo7gD5zPHy/xj+8=</latexit>

st�4
1

<latexit sha1_base64="JsNazLuKJMjpk3QNSUvEhsaiCRo=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYhA8aNiNAT0GvHiMYB6SxDA7mU2GzMwuM71CWPIVXjwo4tXP8ebfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSy4Qc/7dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhw0SJpqxOIxHpVkAME1yxOnIUrBVrRmQgWDMY3Uz95hPThkfqHscx60oyUDzklKCVHkzPf0zxojLpFYpeyZvBXSZ+RoqQodYrfHX6EU0kU0gFMabtezF2U6KRU8Em+U5iWEzoiAxY21JFJDPddHbwxD21St8NI21LoTtTf0+kRBozloHtlASHZtGbiv957QTD627KVZwgU3S+KEyEi5E7/d7tc80oirElhGpub3XpkGhC0WaUtyH4iy8vk0a55F+WyneVYvU8iyMHx3ACZ+DDFVThFmpQBwoSnuEV3hztvDjvzse8dcXJZo7gD5zPHzF2j/A=</latexit>

st�5
1

<latexit sha1_base64="cIjMhFq3t0ex89x9MTfcX2BjaF0=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8aNiNih4DXjxGMA9J1jA7mSRDZnaXmV4hLPkKLx4U8ernePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uIJbCoOt+O0vLK6tr67mN/ObW9s5uYW+/bqJEM15jkYx0M6CGSxHyGgqUvBlrTlUgeSMY3kz8xhPXRkThPY5i7ivaD0VPMIpWejAd7zHFs8txp1B0S+4UZJF4GSlChmqn8NXuRixRPEQmqTEtz43RT6lGwSQf59uJ4TFlQ9rnLUtDqrjx0+nBY3JslS7pRdpWiGSq/p5IqTJmpALbqSgOzLw3Ef/zWgn2rv1UhHGCPGSzRb1EEozI5HvSFZozlCNLKNPC3krYgGrK0GaUtyF48y8vknq55J2XyncXxcppFkcODuEITsCDK6jALVShBgwUPMMrvDnaeXHenY9Z65KTzRzAHzifPzL7j/E=</latexit>

un
<latexit sha1_base64="vG6v1euIPwkNDBjlvjTdQUY6aAA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+lADcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP1ucOiMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn15uJ/Xi/F8MbPhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+1a1buq1u7rlUY9j6MIZ3AOl+DBNTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP2CqjdA=</latexit>

u2
<latexit sha1_base64="VmHI6+PYTszvssK7NKdCery4Wcc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+mgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbRrVe+qWruvVxr1PI4inME5XIIH19CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gAFuo2U</latexit>

u1
<latexit sha1_base64="yu3KznQmbVcT17akj4h0yHq6G98=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpIR14g3LFrboLkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeONnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68Ttq1qndVrd3XK416HkcRzuAcLsGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAENo2T</latexit>

un
<latexit sha1_base64="vG6v1euIPwkNDBjlvjTdQUY6aAA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+lADcoVt+ouQNaJl5MK5GgOyl/9YczSiCtkkhrT89wE/YxqFEzyWamfGp5QNqEj3rNU0YgbP1ucOiMXVhmSMNa2FJKF+nsio5Ex0yiwnRHFsVn15uJ/Xi/F8MbPhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+1a1buq1u7rlUY9j6MIZ3AOl+DBNTTgDprQAgYjeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/L1oKTz5zCHzifP2CqjdA=</latexit>

u2
<latexit sha1_base64="VmHI6+PYTszvssK7NKdCery4Wcc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+mgNihX3Kq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uwxs/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbRrVe+qWruvVxr1PI4inME5XIIH19CAO2hCCxiM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gAFuo2U</latexit>

u1
<latexit sha1_base64="yu3KznQmbVcT17akj4h0yHq6G98=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ7dzvPKHSPJaPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FjpIR14g3LFrboLkHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/GLM0QmmYoFr3PDcxfkaV4UzgrNRPNSaUTegIe5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JhlSEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmrFe9ufif10tNeONnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kyBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwMVWUGZtOyYbgrb68Ttq1qndVrd3XK416HkcRzuAcLsGDa2jAHTShBQxG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrQUnnzmFP3A+fwAENo2T</latexit>

friends’ recent session

… … … …
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Item Prediction

…
v
1

<latexit sha1_base64="c4Wxsg+kHe1rSKx/ALRXAllcTx8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bu63J6g0j+WTmSboR3QoecgZNVZ6nPS9fqnsVtwFyDrxclKGHI1+6as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwVuylGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72eLUGbm0yoCEsbIlDVmovycyGmk9jQLbGVEz0qveXPzP66YmvPUzLpPUoGTLRWEqiInJ/G8y4AqZEVNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2naEPwVl9eJ61qxbuuVB9q5Xotj6MA53ABV+DBDdThHhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/L1g0nnzmDP3A+fwAFvI2U</latexit>

v
2

<latexit sha1_base64="1W960hX6R4PIAxT6aoyPDlsSLoA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpF262YTdTaGE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLa0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4bu63J6g0j+WTmSboR3QoecgZNVZ6nPSr/VLZrbgLkHXi5aQMORr90ldvELM0QmmYoFp3PTcxfkaV4UzgrNhLNSaUjekQu5ZKGqH2s8WpM3JplQEJY2VLGrJQf09kNNJ6GgW2M6JmpFe9ufif101NeOtnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+d9kwBUyI6aWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtO0Ybgrb68TlrVinddqT7UyvVaHkcBzuECrsCDG6jDPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gAHQI2V</latexit>

v
3

<latexit sha1_base64="TTh7yPajytzzy6sXaJV2xOVWgoM=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHaBRI8kXjxilEcCGzI7NDBhdnYzM0tCNnyCFw8a49Uv8ubfOMAeFKykk0pVd7q7glhwbVz328ltbe/s7uX3CweHR8cnxdOzlo4SxbDJIhGpTkA1Ci6xabgR2IkV0jAQ2A4mdwu/PUWleSSfzCxGP6QjyYecUWOlx2m/2i+W3LK7BNkkXkZKkKHRL371BhFLQpSGCap113Nj46dUGc4Ezgu9RGNM2YSOsGuppCFqP12eOidXVhmQYaRsSUOW6u+JlIZaz8LAdobUjPW6txD/87qJGd76KZdxYlCy1aJhIoiJyOJvMuAKmREzSyhT3N5K2JgqyoxNp2BD8NZf3iStStmrlisPtVK9lsWRhwu4hGvw4AbqcA8NaAKDETzDK7w5wnlx3p2PVWvOyWbO4Q+czx8IxI2W</latexit>

v
4

<latexit sha1_base64="ITdCosbEhd1bYj+OlNPGWI5ZTk8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl262YTdSaGE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7Gd3O/PeHaiFg94TThfkSHSoSCUbTS46Rf65fKbsVdgKwTLydlyNHol756g5ilEVfIJDWm67kJ+hnVKJjks2IvNTyhbEyHvGupohE3frY4dUYurTIgYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKI7PqzcX/vG6K4a2fCZWkyBVbLgpTSTAm87/JQGjOUE4toUwLeythI6opQ5tO0Ybgrb68TlrVinddqT7UyvVaHkcBzuECrsCDG6jDPTSgCQyG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz6WrRtOPnMGf+B8/gAKSI2X</latexit>

v
5

<latexit sha1_base64="/Rh/ha+75d7Mp61xYWoSNCb0WUQ=">AAAB6nicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYRo0cSLx4xyiOBDZkdGpgwO7uZmSUhGz7BiweN8eoXefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSy4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJU0eJYthgkYhUO6AaBZfYMNwIbMcKaRgIbAXju7nfmqDSPJJPZhqjH9Kh5APOqLHS46R33SuW3LK7AFknXkZKkKHeK351+xFLQpSGCap1x3Nj46dUGc4EzgrdRGNM2ZgOsWOppCFqP12cOiMXVumTQaRsSUMW6u+JlIZaT8PAdobUjPSqNxf/8zqJGdz6KZdxYlCy5aJBIoiJyPxv0ucKmRFTSyhT3N5K2IgqyoxNp2BD8FZfXifNStm7KlceqqVaNYsjD2dwDpfgwQ3U4B7q0AAGQ3iGV3hzhPPivDsfy9ack82cwh84nz8LzI2Y</latexit>

session embedding

ut
<latexit sha1_base64="zBDwN31Vda2QkUoO/Rz+RrV3zf8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQY8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbud+54lrI2L1iNOE+xEdKREKRtFKD+kAB+WKW3UXIOvEy0kFcjQH5a/+MGZpxBUySY3peW6CfkY1Cib5rNRPDU8om9AR71mqaMSNny1OnZELqwxJGGtbCslC/T2R0ciYaRTYzoji2Kx6c/E/r5dieONnQiUpcsWWi8JUEozJ/G8yFJozlFNLKNPC3krYmGrK0KZTsiF4qy+vk3at6l1Va/f1SqOex1GEMziHS/DgGhpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnSeXHenY9la8HJZ07hD5zPH2nCjdY=</latexit>

   item embedding user embeddingsession embedding

st�1
u

<latexit sha1_base64="Y2i36Usln42BZVRxENBrppzNafg=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRV0GPBi8cK9kPaWDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGN1O/9cS1EbG6x3HC/YgOlAgFo2ilB9NLHzM89ya9UtmtuDOQZeLlpAw56r3SV7cfszTiCpmkxnQ8N0E/oxoFk3xS7KaGJ5SN6IB3LFU04sbPZgdPyKlV+iSMtS2FZKb+nshoZMw4CmxnRHFoFr2p+J/XSTG89jOhkhS5YvNFYSoJxmT6PekLzRnKsSWUaWFvJWxINWVoMyraELzFl5dJs1rxLirVu8tyrZLHUYBjOIEz8OAKanALdWgAgwie4RXeHO28OO/Ox7x1xclnjuAPnM8flimQMw==</latexit>

st�2
u

<latexit sha1_base64="AywPLL3h5XNdGmFs8HdLM29n8a0=">AAAB8HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4sSRV0GPBi8cK9kPaWDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/govHhTx6s/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqjhUijeQIGStxPNaRRI3gpGN1O/9cS1EbG6x3HC/YgOlAgFo2ilB9NLHzM8r056pbJbcWcgy8TLSRly1Hulr24/ZmnEFTJJjel4boJ+RjUKJvmk2E0NTygb0QHvWKpoxI2fzQ6ekFOr9EkYa1sKyUz9PZHRyJhxFNjOiOLQLHpT8T+vk2J47WdCJSlyxeaLwlQSjMn0e9IXmjOUY0so08LeStiQasrQZlS0IXiLLy+TZrXiXVSqd5flWiWPowDHcAJn4MEV1OAW6tAABhE8wyu8Odp5cd6dj3nripPPHMEfOJ8/l66QNA==</latexit>

st�3
u

<latexit sha1_base64="CX04KgNfpKN7dp1XEE8cerToDJY=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi8tuK+ix4MVjBfsh7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0l/hxYMiXv053vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nitAmiXmsOiHWlDNJm4YZTjuJoliEnLbD8c3Mbz9RpVks780koYHAQ8kiRrCx0oPup4+ZuahN++WK53pzoFXi56QCORr98ldvEJNUUGkIx1p3fS8xQYaVYYTTaamXappgMsZD2rVUYkF1kM0PnqIzqwxQFCtb0qC5+nsiw0LriQhtp8BmpJe9mfif101NdB1kTCapoZIsFkUpRyZGs+/RgClKDJ9Ygoli9lZERlhhYmxGJRuCv/zyKmlVXb/mVu8uK3U3j6MIJ3AK5+DDFdThFhrQBAICnuEV3hzlvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD5kzkDU=</latexit>

st�4
u

<latexit sha1_base64="6j8ewOgU8DIb6OLo0SVHFGw6Ti0=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBi8tuLeix4MVjBfsh7VqyabYNTbJLkhXK0l/hxYMiXv053vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2njet1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nitAmiXmsOiHWlDNJm4YZTjuJoliEnLbD8c3Mbz9RpVks780koYHAQ8kiRrCx0oPup4+ZuahN++WK53pzoFXi56QCORr98ldvEJNUUGkIx1p3fS8xQYaVYYTTaamXappgMsZD2rVUYkF1kM0PnqIzqwxQFCtb0qC5+nsiw0LriQhtp8BmpJe9mfif101NdB1kTCapoZIsFkUpRyZGs+/RgClKDJ9Ygoli9lZERlhhYmxGJRuCv/zyKmlVXf/Srd7VKnU3j6MIJ3AK5+DDFdThFhrQBAICnuEV3hzlvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD5q4kDY=</latexit>

st�5
u

<latexit sha1_base64="fGNSLAzMfgkoQEeBQJH+QR+gTks=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEM3Wr1q/qh69BIvgxWW3KnosePFYwX5Iu5Zsmm1Dk+ySzApl6a/w4kERr/4cb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwA5737RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v5B08SppqxBYxHrdkgME1yxBnAQrJ1oRmQoWCsc3Uz91hPThsfqHsYJCyQZKB5xSsBKD6aXPmZwdjnplSue682Al4mfkwrKUe+Vv7r9mKaSKaCCGNPxvQSCjGjgVLBJqZsalhA6IgPWsVQRyUyQzQ6e4BOr9HEUa1sK8Ez9PZERacxYhrZTEhiaRW8q/ud1Uoiug4yrJAWm6HxRlAoMMZ5+j/tcMwpibAmhmttbMR0STSjYjEo2BH/x5WXSrLr+uVu9u6jU3DyOIjpCx+gU+egK1dAtqqMGokiiZ/SK3hztvDjvzse8teDkM4foD5zPH5w9kDc=</latexit>

v1<latexit sha1_base64="HM0sIBpmBq4BlDvEYqaBQJ2ymrs=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrxqOXIUHwFHajoMeAHjxGMA9IljA7mU2GzMwuM7OBsOQXvHhQxKv+hX/gyZt/42ySgyYWNBRV3XR3BTFn2rjut7O2vrG5tZ3bye/u7R8cFo6KTR0litAGiXik2gHWlDNJG4YZTtuxolgEnLaC0XXmt8ZUaRbJezOJqS/wQLKQEWwyadzz8r1C2a24M6BV4i1IuZb7/CjevJfqvcJXtx+RRFBpCMdadzw3Nn6KlWGE02m+m2gaYzLCA9qxVGJBtZ/Obp2iU6v0URgpW9Kgmfp7IsVC64kIbKfAZqiXvUz8z+skJrzyUybjxFBJ5ovChCMToexx1GeKEsMnlmCimL0VkSFWmBgbTxaCt/zyKmlWK955pXpn07iAOXJwAiU4Aw8uoQa3UIcGEBjCAzzBsyOcR+fFeZ23rjmLmWP4A+ftByxtkJM=</latexit>

v5
<latexit sha1_base64="TdRhN+sDxTNAwn432JYKaeL/3ek=">AAAB63icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL8ehlAjHxRHZRo0cSPXjERB4JbMjsMMCEmdnNzCwJ2fALXjxojFf9C//Akzf/xlngoGAlnVSqutPdFUScaeO6305mbX1jcyu7ndvZ3ds/yB8WGjqMFaF1EvJQtQKsKWeS1g0znLYiRbEIOG0Go+vUb46p0iyU92YSUV/ggWR9RrBJpXH3ItfNl9yyOwNaJd6ClKrZz4/CzXux1s1/dXohiQWVhnCsddtzI+MnWBlGOJ3mOrGmESYjPKBtSyUWVPvJ7NYpOrFKD/VDZUsaNFN/TyRYaD0Rge0U2Az1speK/3nt2PSv/ITJKDZUkvmifsyRCVH6OOoxRYnhE0swUczeisgQK0yMjScNwVt+eZU0KmXvrFy5s2mcwxxZOIYinIIHl1CFW6hBHQgM4QGe4NkRzqPz4rzOWzPOYuYI/sB5+wEygZCX</latexit>

v3
<latexit sha1_base64="cIwU19Y88fNvCc3Y88zcrqlzZFo=">AAAB63icbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL8ehlAjHxRHbBRI8kevCIiTwS2JDZYYAJM7ObmVkSsuEXvHjQGK/6F/6BJ2/+jbPAQcFKOqlUdae7K4g408Z1v53MxubW9k52N7e3f3B4lD8uNHUYK0IbJOShagdYU84kbRhmOG1HimIRcNoKxtep35pQpVko7800or7AQ8kGjGCTSpNeNdfLl9yyOwdaJ96SlGrZz4/CzXux3st/dfshiQWVhnCsdcdzI+MnWBlGOJ3lurGmESZjPKQdSyUWVPvJ/NYZOrNKHw1CZUsaNFd/TyRYaD0Vge0U2Iz0qpeK/3md2Ayu/ITJKDZUksWiQcyRCVH6OOozRYnhU0swUczeisgIK0yMjScNwVt9eZ00K2WvWq7c2TQuYIEsnEIRzsGDS6jBLdShAQRG8ABP8OwI59F5cV4XrRlnOXMCf+C8/QAvd5CV</latexit>

v8
<latexit sha1_base64="zvu1GsK9KGOJvkubEug6tujhnfw=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9iNgjkG9OAxonlAsoTZyWwyZHZmmZkNhCWf4MWDIl7Fv/APPHnzb5w8DppY0FBUddPdFcScaeO6305mbX1jcyu7ndvZ3ds/yB8WGlomitA6kVyqVoA15UzQumGG01asKI4CTpvB8GrqN0dUaSbFvRnH1I9wX7CQEWysdDfqVrr5oltyZ0CrxFuQYjX7+VG4fj+pdfNfnZ4kSUSFIRxr3fbc2PgpVoYRTie5TqJpjMkQ92nbUoEjqv10duoEnVqlh0KpbAmDZurviRRHWo+jwHZG2Az0sjcV//PaiQkrfspEnBgqyHxRmHBkJJr+jXpMUWL42BJMFLO3IjLAChNj08nZELzll1dJo1zyzkvlW5vGBcyRhWM4gTPw4BKqcAM1qAOBPjzAEzw73Hl0XpzXeWvGWcwcwR84bz8B85CG</latexit>

v3
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Figure 2: The overall architecture of the proposed model EGFRec. It contains four main

components: item embedding, user long-term and short-term interests modeling, contextual

friends modeling and social aggregation.

memory.

We then present how to train item latent vectors in our model via Graph-

SAGE. We first embed every item v ∈ V into an unified low-dimension latent

space, and node vector xj ∈ Rd denotes a d-dimensional latent vector of item

vj . Then we feed item latent vectors into the GraphSAGE [9], which updates

item embeddings by sampling and aggregating features from a node’s in-node

neighborhood. Sampling strategy defines the neighbourhood B (j) of the node

vj . And we set the B (j) as the top-K neighbours sorted by the frequency of

occurrence descendingly. For the node vj of item-item graph T , the update

functions of aggregator are given as follows:

hk
B(j) ← AGGREGATEk

({
hk−1
v ,∀v ∈ B(j)

})
(1)

hk
j ← σ(Wk ·CONCAT(hk−1

j ,hk
B(j))) (2)

where k ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,K} denotes the depth of the search, and Wk determines

how nodes in the graph communicate with each other. hk
j represents the latent

vector of node vj in k-depth. For the input h0
j in the first depth, the feature

vector xj is passed in. σ(·) is the sigmoid function. The embedding of item vj

lastly is defined as qj ← hK
j . The aggregator architecture AGGREGATEk we

adopted is max-pooling method, defined as follow:

AGGREGATEk = max(
{
σ(Wpoolh

k
v + b),∀v ∈ B(j)

}
) (3)
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In this pooling approach, max denotes an element-wise max operation, which

effectively captures different aspects of the neighborhood. Due to the sampling255

and aggregating scheme, GraphSAGE does not conduct the full-batch training

and is more suitable for large graphs. In addition, GraphSAGE can effectively

and naturally generate representations for unseen nodes.

3.2.2. RNN-based Users’ Interests Representation

After feeding session sequences into the graph convolution network, we obtain260

the latent vectors of items. Then, we adopt a recurrent neural network(RNN)

to model sessions of target users. RNN is a standard method for modeling

sequences.

To capture users’ short-term interests, a LSTM is used to model current

session si =
{
v1i , v

2
i , · · · , vni

}
for target user ui. The short-term representation

ps
i of user ui is the embedding vector zsi of session si, which can be defined as

follows:

ps
i = zsi = LSTM(Q(:, si)) (4)

where Q is the latent matrix of items got from GraphSAGE, and Q(:, si) denotes

all item latent vectors that appear in si. Relying only on the user’s current se-

quential behaviors is unreliable when a user accidentally clicks on wrong items.

Therefore, we consider both the user’s short-term preferences and long-term

preferences from historical sessions. The interval between user’s historical ses-

sions may be large, so the sequential patterns in them can be ignored. We

ignore the time attributes in historical sessions and adopt a pooling operation

that transform user ui recent historical sessions S(i) =
{
s1i , s

2
i , · · · , s

t−1
i

}
into a

fixed-size latent representation pl
i as:

pl
i = POOLING({zsi ,∀si ∈ S(i)}) (5)

Common pooling operations include the max-pooling and mean-pooling. In

practise, we find there are no significant difference between max-pooling and265

mean-pooling, hence we focus on max-pooling in the following experiments.
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3.2.3. Attention-based Friends’ Interests Representation

In online social communities, user’s interests are time-varying and diverse, and

target users and their friends only have the same preferences in certain ses-

sions. Existing methods assume that the latent vector of a friend’s interests270

keeps the same for different target users [38, 29, 31], which is inconsistent with

reality. To be specific, DGRec [31] uses the latest session to represent friends’

preferences. Here we present a different approach to effectively generate friends’

vector according to the target user. For different users at session st, we focus

on corresponding parts in friends’ historical sessions.275

The input of this module is a user-friend pair (ui, u(i,l)), where ui denotes i-

th user, and u(i,l) denotes the l-th friend of i-th user. The output of the module

is the vector f(i,l), which represents the relationship between ui and u(i,l). The

friend vector f(i,l) of user ui is generated using a neural attention mechanism.

The attention mechanism has been successfully applied to many fields, such as

computer vision, machine translation and social recommendations [31]. Here

the target of session-level attention is to assign non-uniform weights to friend’s

historical sessions, and the weights are varied when the friend interacts with

different target users. For a target user’s current session sti, one of his/her l-th

friend’s recent sessions are St
l =

{
s1l , s

2
l , · · · , s

t−1
l

}
. where sjl is modeled using

the LSTM mentioned above, which share the same weights with the target user’s

session embedding. Each element of the attention vector is defined as:

α(i,j) = q> · σ(W1 · ps
i + W2 · zsjl + c) (6)

f(i,l) =

t−1∑
j=1

α(i,j) · zsjl (7)

where vector ps
i is the short-term interests of target user ui, and vector zsjl

is

the representation of l-th friend’s session sjl . Parameters q ∈ Rd and W1,W2 ∈

Rd×d control the weights of session embedding vectors, and d is the dimension

of session embedding. Finally, we generate the friend vector f(i,l), which can

be seen as the embedding of l-th friend’s influence vector to target user ui’s280

preferences.
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3.2.4. Social Aggregation

In a social platform, a user’s preferences are generally similar to his/her directly

connected friends. Social aggregation aims to incorporate friends’ interests to

further model latent factors of users. Firstly, we encode the friendship network

in a graph where nodes represent users and edges denote friendship. For the

target user, the node is initialized by the representation of short-term interests.

Meanwhile, the node of neighbours are represented by friends’ interests repre-

sentation based on attention layer. Secondly, we aggregate the latent factors

of neighboring users from the social graph using a message-passing algorithm,

namely GraphSAGE. The social-space latent factor hi of user ui is to aggregate

the neighbours N(i) of user ui.

hk
N (i) ← AGGREGATEk

({
hk−1
l ,∀l ∈ N (i)

})
(8)

hk
i ← σ(Wk ·CONCAT(hk−1

i ,hk
N(i))) (9)

where h0
i ← ps

i for target user ui, and h0
l ← f(i,l) for l-th friend of user ui.

We assume that users’ preferences are only influenced by their direct-connected

friends, then k is set with 1. AGGREGATEk adopt max-pooling operation:

AGGREGATEk = max
({
σ(Wpoolh

k
u + b),∀u ∈ N (i)

})
(10)

We also try context-aware graph neural network by attention mechanism

like [31], but it does not show increase in performance. Because in subsec-

tion 3.2.3, we model friend representation by attention mechanism as f(i,l) =285 ∑t−1
j=1 α(i,j) · zsjk . Through parameter α, we can focus on the more relevant

parts of friend’s interests compared with target user. Furthermore, parameter

α can model tie strengths between a user and his/her friends. Normally, users

prefer to share more similar tastes with strong ties than weak ties. Therefore,

attention-graph neural network is ineffective here.290

3.3. Model Learning

With the embedding of target user short-term, long-term embedding and social

influences, the final user representation is obtained by combining them using a
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fully-connected layer:

gi = W3 ·
[
ps
i ⊕ pl

i ⊕ hi

]
(11)

where W3 is a linear transformation matrix, and ps
i , pl

i are the short-term and

long-term interests of user respectively. Vector hi denotes the social-influenced

representation. ⊕ is the vectors concatenation operation. Then, we compute

the score for each candidate item vj by multiplying its embedding qj , and then

apply a softmax function to obtain the output:

ŷj = softmax
(
g> · qj

)
(12)

where ŷj denotes the predicted probability of item vj to be the next click.

Finally, loss function is defined as the cross-entropy of the prediction result ŷ,

which can be written as follow:

L(ŷ) = −
m∑
j=1

yj log (ŷj) + (1− yj) log (1− ŷj), (13)

where yj denotes the one-hot encoding vector of the ground truth item vj . The

complete algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 1.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Settings295

4.1.1. Datasets and Data Preparation

We evaluate the proposed method on two real-world representative datasets col-

lected from well-known online communities, i.e. Douban Movie1 and Delicious2.

• Douban Movie. It is an online social network that allows Internet users

to share their comments and viewpoints about movies. The dataset con-300

tains both the friendship network and rich user review behaviors. Our

task is to predict users next review behaviour on movies.

1http://www.douban.com
2Data set available from https://grouplens.org/datasets/hetrec-2011/
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Algorithm 1: EGFRec Algorithm

Input: current session s, historical sessions S, social network G,

learning rate η, item embedding size Ke, sample size Ks

Output: model parameters Θ

1 Draw Θ from Normal Distribution N(0, 0.01) ;

2 Construct the item graph T from S ;

3 repeat

4 shuffle the set of observations {(sti, S(i), G)};

5 for each observation (sti, S(i), G) do

6 get item embedding h according to Eq.(1)-(3) ;

7 capture user’s short-term interest ps
i according to Eq.(4) ;

8 capture user’s long-term interest pl
i according to Eq.(5) ;

9 capture friends’ interests fi according to Eq.(6)-(7) ;

10 compute the final representation according to Eq.(8)-(11) ;

11 compute ŷj according to Eq.(12) ;

12 update Θ with gradient descent ;

13 end

14 until Convergence;

15 return Θ
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Table 2: Statistics of experimental datasets after preprocessing.

Douban Delicious

# Users 26,438 1,629

# Items 12,591 3,450

# Events 2,747,077 282,482

# Sessions 658,672 66,503

# Social links 77,197 12,571

Start Date 01/12/2008 08/12/2009

End Date 07/22/2016 07/01/2016

Avg. friends/user 3.18 7.75

Avg. events/user 103.91 173.41

Avg. session length 4.17 4.25

• Delicious. It is a social bookmarking site where users can save, man-

age and share web bookmarks. Users can also assign websites a variety

of semantic tags and discover new links based on what people in their305

social network were sharing. The dataset contains tags assigned to the

bookmarked URLs and contact relations between users. The task is to

recommend tags for bookmarks.

For session-based recommendations, user’s behaviors are segmented into week-

long sessions in Douban dataset following the method in [31]; while a session in310

Delicious dataset is a sequence of tags that a user has assigned to bookmarks.

We set the sessions data of last d days as the test data, and the remaining

for training. To be specific, we assign d = 180 and d = 25 for Douban and

Delicious dataset respectively. Considering that we can not recommend an

item that has not appeared before, we filter out interactions from the test set315

where items do not appear in the training set. The statistics of the two datasets

after preprocessing are shown in Table 2.
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4.1.2. Baselines

To evaluate the performance of our proposed model, we compare it with both

state-of-the-art models and traditional methods. These recommendation sys-320

tems are closely related to our work.

• ItemKNN [18]: The method recommends the items similar to previously

accessed items for user, based on the cosine item-item similarity.

• BPR-MF [28]: The method is a state-of-the-art matrix factorization for

non-sequential recommendations, which optimizes a pairwise ranking ob-325

jective function.

• SoReg [21]: The method employs social network information in tradi-

tional matrix factorization framework. More specifically, SoReg designs

two social regularization terms to constrain the matrix factorization ob-

jective function.330

• SBPR [41]: The method considers social connections to better estimate

users’ rankings of products, assuming that users tend to assign higher

ranks to items that their friends prefer.

• TranSIV [35]: The model is a probabilistic generative model for item rec-

ommendations, which uses visibility to model user-item and user-user in-335

teractions simultaneously. Moreover, the method adopts a transfer learn-

ing strategy to coordinate social and rating information in a unified model.

• GRU4Rec [10]: The model applies recurrent neural networks (RNNs) on

short session-based recommender systems.

• NARM [17]: The model applies an attention mechanism to capture the340

user’s main purpose from the current session, and combines it with the

user’s sequential behavior as a unified session representation.

• DGRec [31]: The model takes into account both the users’ session-based

interests and dynamic social influences. Specifically, the method models

context-dependent social influence with a graph-attention neural network.345
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4.1.3. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the performance of all models, we adopt three common metrics,

i.e., Recall@K, Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR@K) and Normalized Discounted

Cumulative Gain (NDCG).

• Recall@20[17]. It is the primary evaluation metric that is the proportion

of correct results amongst the top-20 items in all test cases , defined as:

Recall@20 =
nhit
N

(14)

where N denotes the number of test data in the SRS system O, nhit350

denotes the number of cases which have the desired items in the top-20

item’s list. Note that Recall@20 does not consider the actual rank of the

item as long as it is amongst the top-20 item’s list.

• MRR@20. The second metric used is MRR@20 (Mean Reciprocal Rank) [33],

which is the average of reciprocal ranks of the desired items t. The recip-

rocal rank is manually set to zero if the rank is greater than 20.

MRR@20 =
1

N

∑
t∈O

1

Rank(t)
(15)

• NDCG[31]. It is a widely used ranking metric, which considers the hit

position of the item and gives a higher score if the hit item in the top

position. It is formulated as:

NDCG =
1

N

∑
t∈O

1

log2(1 + r)
(16)

where r is the ranks of positive items. We average values of NDCG over

all the testing examples.355

MRR@20 focuses on the ranks of positive items in the top-20 items, while

NDCG pay attention to the ranks amongst the whole test cases.

4.1.4. Parameter Settings

We implement our model based on TensorFlow [1], a well-known python library

for deep neural networks. For a fair comparison, the hyper-parameters of all the360
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methods including baselines are optimized via extensive grid search on both of

the two datasets, and the best models are selected by early stopping based on

the Recall@20 score on the validation set. All parameters of the latent factors

and weight matrix are initialized by sampling from the Gaussian distribution

N
(
0, 0.12

)
, and all biases are set to zeros. The dimensions of items embedding365

and user embedding(when needed) are set to 100. The sampling and aggregating

method is applied in our model following GraphSAGE [9], which can reduce

the computational cost of training process. The sample sizes of item graph

and social network are set to 5, 10 respectively. The search depths of item

graph and social network are set with 1. The number of target users’ historical370

sessions as long-term interests is set to 10. Meanwhile, the number of friends’

attention session is set as 5. The initial learning rate is set to 0.002 and will

decay by 0.98 after every 400 epochs. Optimizing is done by using Adam with

a batch size of 200 at each iteration and we adopt dropout with a rate of 0.2 to

alleviate overfitting problems. To exclude the impact of random initialization375

of parameters, we run the evaluation 10 times with the same parameters and

report the average results.

4.2. Quantitative Results

We compare the recommendation performance of all methods. The overall pre-

dictions in terms of Recall@20, MRR@20 and NDCG are shown in Table 3, with380

the best results highlighted in boldface. The 95% confidence intervals of our

model on Recall@20, MRR@20 and NDCG are (around) ±2.75× 10−4,±2.09×

10−3,±1.82× 10−4 for Douban and ±2.83× 10−4,±9.70× 10−4,±9.42× 10−4

for Delicious. As we can see, our model achieves the best performance among

all the methods on both datasets in terms of Recall@20, MRR@20 and NDCG.385

We have the following observations:

• ItemKNN always outperforms matrix factorization based models, like BPR-

MF, SoReg, SBPR, and TranSIV on Douban. The reason is that users

typically only consume each item once on Douban, and MF-based meth-
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ods tend to recommend previously accessed items. While users in De-390

licious prefer to assign websites with same tags. Furthermore, SoReg,

SBPR and TranSIV obtain better performance than BPR-MF on Douban

on Recall@20 metric, which supports that social network information is

complementary to interaction information.

• GRU4Rec and NARM perform better than ItemKNN and MF-based meth-395

ods on both of the datasets. Note that, ItemKNN only utilizes the similar-

ity between items without considering sequential information. The results

help verify the importance of session-based recommendations. Moreover,

it demonstrates that RNN-based models are good at dealing with sequen-

tial information in sessions.400

• DGRec achieves the best performance among the baselines, because it

not only models the sequential behaviors using RNN but also uses graph-

attention neural network to capture social influence. Compared to GRU4Rec

and NARM methods, the obvious improvement of DGRec further indicates

that social information is necessary for recommendations.405

• Our proposed method consistently and significantly outperforms the best

baseline. Since two models both integrate interaction and social network

information, we can attribute the performance improvement to the pro-

posed attention-based friend vector embedding and item-graph neural net-

work. We will provide further investigations to better understand the410

contributions of model components in the following subsection.

4.3. Model Analysis

In this subsection, we study the impact of each model component.

4.3.1. Effect of Model Components

In our model EGFRec, users’ final representation is a combination of users’415

short-term session vector, long-term historical behavior vector, and social in-

fluence. To understand the working of EGFRec, we compare EGFRec with
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Table 3: Performance comparison of different algorithms. The best results are

highlighted in boldface.

Methods
Douban Delicious

Recall@20 MRR@20 NDCG Recall@20 MRR@20 NDCG

ItemKNN 0.1431 0.0687 0.1635 0.2729 0.0966 0.2241

BPR-MF 0.0163 0.0053 0.1110 0.2775 0.1000 0.2293

SoReg 0.0177 0.0064 0.1113 0.2703 0.0931 0.2271

SBPR 0.0171 0.0056 0.1059 0.2948 0.1098 0.2391

TranSIV 0.0173 0.0058 0.1102 0.2588 0.0919 0.2158

GRU4Rec 0.1643 0.0697 0.1854 0.3445 0.1335 0.2581

NARM 0.1755 0.0729 0.1872 0.3776 0.1452 0.2768

DGRec 0.1861 0.0736 0.1950 0.4066 0.1459 0.2944

EGFRec 0.1923 0.0770 0.2008 0.4181 0.1573 0.3000

Improv. +3.3% +4.6% +3.0% +2.8% +7.8% +1.9%

its three variants: EGFRecshort, EGFReclong and EGFRecsocial. Note that the

item-graph structure is not used here. These variants are defined as follows:

• EGFRecshort: This variant only uses the user’s current session, while ig-420

noring the social influence and the user’s long-term interests. EGFRecshort

is identical to model GRU4Rec.

• EGFReclong: Similar with EGFRecshort, social-graph neural network is

removed. EGFReclong only utilizes the long-term preference of users.

• EGFRecsocial: This is a model using social graph neural networks only.425

The experimental results of different variants on Douban and Delicious are

shown in Table 4. From the results, we have the following observations. Firstly,

except to model EGFRec, EGFRecshort performs best and EGFReclong gets

the worst performance, which indicates the superior predictive capability of

short-term interests. Specially on Douban datasets, EGFReclong achieves poor430

performance because users on Douban website have dynamic preferences. Sec-

ondly, EGFRecshort slightly outperforms EGFRecsocial, which means that users’

short-term interests provide a more advanced effect on recommender systems.
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Table 4: Performance comparison of EGFRec and three variations.

Data Sets Models Recall@20 MRR@20 NDCG

Douban

EGFReclong 0.0591 0.0136 0.1300

EGFRecsocial 0.1806 0.0713 0.1926

EGFRecshort 0.1845 0.0748 0.1949

EGFRec 0.1898 0.0763 0.1991

Delicious

EGFReclong 0.2236 0.1556 0.2058

EGFRecsocial 0.3966 0.1564 0.2916

EGFRecshort 0.4037 0.1558 0.2970

EGFRec 0.4165 0.1567 0.3013

Both EGFRecshort and EGFRecsocial perform worse than model EGFRec, which

verifies that social network is crucial to boost the recommendation performance.435

4.3.2. Effect of Item-graph and Attention-based Friend Embedding

The key characteristics in our proposed model EGFRec are the two designed

enhanced operations: the item-graph that captures more complex and implicit

connections between user interactions, and the attention-based friend latent

vector embedding that models specific user-friend relationship. We study the440

impact of each operation on the model’s performance. The following variants

are designed to compare with EGFRec:

• EGFRecbasic: This is our basic model without the item-graph and attention-

layer for friend vector embedding parts. Friends’ interests are represented

using the session right before session T . And we replace the item-graph445

neural network with a randomly initialized item embedding.

• EGFRecitemgraph: This is a variant model utilizing the item-graph neu-

ral network only.

• EGFRecattention: This is a variant model that using an attention-based

layer to represent friends’ latent vector.450

• EGFRec: This is our proposed model that integrates both of two oper-

ations.
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Figure 3: Performance w.r.t. item-graph and attention-layer on different data sets.

Figure 3 shows the performance of different variants on Recall@20 met-

ric. We can observe that model EGFRecattention outperforms EGFRecbasic on

both of the datasets. The result of attention-layer is used for social network455

initialization, hence the accuracy of friend embedding promotes the impact of

social influences. Furthermore, EGFRecitemgraph generally performs better than

EGFRecbasic, which proves the power of complex and sequential connections be-

tween items captured by graph neural network. Lastly, EGFRec achieves the

best performance. This further demonstrates that the graph neural network and460

attention mechanism are complementary, and play important roles in improving

recommendation performance.

4.3.3. Analysis of Model Parameters

To have an in-depth understanding of the proposed model, we investigate the

influence of model parameters under the primary evaluation metric Recall@20.465

To be specific, we make detailed analysis of attention size of friend embedding,

user history length for long-term interests modeling, neighborhood sample size

in item graph and social network, and search depth in graph.

Effect of Attention Size. We analyze the effect of attention size of friend

embedding. Note that the item-graph structure is not used here, to highlight470

the impact of attention size. Figure 4 presents the performance w.r.t. the length

of friend historical sessions of our proposed model on Douban and Delicious

datasets. For Douban dataset, when increasing the length of friend historical

sessions from 1 to 10, the performance improves significantly. It demonstrates

that attention mechanism performs better with long session-sequence lengths.475
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Figure 4: Effect of attention size on different data sets.

However, on the Delicious dataset, there is no obvious difference across varied

session length. This is because users on delicious website trend to have static

interests.

Effect of Neighborhood Sample Size. The neighborhood sample size in

item graph Kitem specifies the number of in-nodes of each node to be aggregated.480

We report the performance patterns of our model EGFRec by tuning Kitem

amongst {1, 5, 9, 13} to investigate its effect. As shown in Figure 5a and 5b,

the performance first increases and then decreases with Kitem increasing on

both datasets. The optimal Kitem value is 9 and 5 on Douban and Delicious,

respectively. Considering the small performance variation and computational485

efficiency, we choose to use Kitem = 5 in our experiments.

In a similar way, we report the performance patterns of our model EGFRec

by tuning Ksocial amongst {2, 6, 10, 14} to investigate its effect in social network.

As shown in Figure 5c and 5d, the optimal value Ksocial = 10 is desired on both

datasets, which is used in our experiments.490

Analysis on the user history length. Considering that a user’s long-term

preference may change with the evolution of interests, we apply max-pooling on

his/her historical session interests to learn the dynamics of long-term interests.

Figure 6 shows the performance of EGFRec with different historical session

lengths evaluated in terms of Recall@20. We can see that, the performance495

increases with the number of historical sessions increasing on both datasets.
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Figure 5: Effect of neighborhood sample size of the item graph and social network.

When Klong = 14, there is a slight drop on Douban but a small improvement

on Delicious. This is not surprising since, on Delicious website, users tend to

have static interests. We use Klong = 10 in our experiments, which can produce

the competitive results.500

Effect of Search Depth on Graph. Benefiting from the learning framework

of graph neural networks, our method can attain more accurate node embedding

vectors and users’ interests representations. To investigate the effect of search

depth on graph, we report the performances of one- and two-layer networks,

while fix the neighborhood sample size to 10 and 5 in social network and item505

graph respectively. As shown in Table 5, the performance declines slightly in

terms of Recall@20 when increasing the search depth both over Douban and

Delicious datasets, which may be attributed to noises or overfitting by higher-

order neighborhoods. So we choose to use the one-layer network structure in

our experiments. Though only a one-layer network is used, our model can510

be seen as a heterogeneous two-layer graph by combining the item graph and
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Figure 6: Effect of the number of target users’ historical sessions.

Table 5: Analysis of search depth in terms of Recall@20.

Datasets
Social Network Item Graph

one-layer two-layer one-layer two-layer

Douban 0.1923 0.1917 0.1923 0.1912

Delicious 0.4181 0.4131 0.4181 0.4150

social network. In other words, we aggregate feature information from items’

local neighborhoods to update their latent representations. Based on the item

representations, we model user’s short-term interests in current session, and

then automatically select informative friends in the social network to adjust the515

interests.

4.3.4. Runtime Analysis

GraphSAGE is proposed to alleviate the memory overflow problem in earlier

ConvGNNs such as GCN at the cost of sacrificing time efficiency. The time

and memory complexity of which is O(Krmd2) and O(sKrd+rd2) respectively,520

whereK is the number of neighbors being sampled for each node, r is the number

of layers, m is the total number of nodes, d denotes the dimension of the node

hidden features, and s is the batch size. It can be observed that the time and

memory complexity of GraphSage grows exponentially with an increase of K

and r. However, GraphSAGE can achieve satisfactory performance with very525

small r = 1 and K = 5 for the item graph in the proposed model EGFRec,
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Table 6: Runtime in Testing Process.

Method Dataset Time(seconds)

DGRec
Douban 152

Delicious 150

EGFRecitemgraph

Douban 26

Delicious 22

EGFRecattention
Douban 27

Delicious 25

EGFRec
Douban 102

Delicious 93

which revealed in section 4.3.3.

To further verify the computational efficiency of our proposed model in

real-world datasets, we record the runtime of EGFRec and the strong base-

line DGRec which also utilizes graph neural networks and is the basis of our530

model in the test process on the same GPU server. We compare the runtime

of variants, i.e. EGFRecitemgraph and EGFRecattention with the model DGRec

as well. Table 6 displays the comparisons between EGFRec and DGRec on

two datasets. Firstly, EGFRecitemgraph and EGFRecattention significantly dom-

inate the model DGRec in terms of the runtime, while outperforming DGRec535

on primary evaluation metric Recall@20. Next, to facilitate recommendation,

we integrate the two variants into our model EGFRec. The runtime rises but is

still lower greatly than the model DGRec. In a word, our model is more efficient

than DGRec. We argue that this is because of the graph-attention network used

in DGRec, which contains more sophisticated operations.540

4.3.5. Attention Analysis

Furthermore, we suppose that friends have varying interests, so a user-friend

pair only has the same interests in certain aspects. To illustrate the role of

the attention mechanism intuitively, we present an example in Figure 7. We

randomly choose a user from Douban test sets who have at least 9 friends, and545
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Figure 7: Attention visualization. Attention weights across different friends is used for color-

coding. The y-axis represents friends of the target user and the x-axis represents recent

sessions of the friends.

plot the attention weight of each friend’s recent 7 sessions. The depth of the

color corresponds to the importance of friends’ sessions and the similarity with

the target user, the darker the color the more important a session is. We can

observe that for a friend, not all sessions are important for the target user and

our model can capture relevant sessions of friends. Further, all sessions of friend550

#0 obtain little attention, which means that friend #0 recent behaviors are not

relevant to the target user’s current interest.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a recommender system based on graph neural network and atten-

tion mechanism. There are two main improvement operations: 1) we conducted555

item graph from user historical interactions. It can involve transitions between

items of session sequence, which helps to generate item representations. 2) After

generating user representations, we applied session-level attention mechanism to
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get friends’ representations according to the target user’s current interest. We

also conducted extensive experiments on two real-world datasets. The results560

demonstrated that our model outperforms state-of-the-art baselines.

In the future, we plan to integrate different types of user behavior into the

item graph to generate items’ and users’ representations. We also plan to study

the impact of different types of relationships in multi-relational social networks,

like classmates, colleague and normal friends.565
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